Special Tips section also is to be found. All the sections are quite well illustrated. The type face used in the book is a little formidable since the pages are set in Typewriter type. But probably there are enough good tips and information inside the covers to offset the poor choice of type.

Maurine Bowling’s 84-page book on class teaching may not contribute anything that is new to the mechanics of the swing, but if a pro has organizational trouble in getting his clinics off the ground, this may be a good investment. If nothing else, it may give him the basis for a step-by-step procedure in teaching classes or running clinics.

Material covered includes Teaching by Rhythm, Applying the Basic Swing to All Clubs, Selecting the Proper Approach Shot and the Importance of Putting. There are also sections on the language of golf, etiquette, types of tournaments and handicapping. The Supplementary Instruction section of Miss Bowling’s book catalogs such things as special shots and common errors. This is quite valuable because some of these items may be overlooked if classes are conducted on a completely informal basis.

The book is illustrated with pen and ink drawings and is completely indexed. Best known of the professional golfers who helped Miss Bowling prepare the teaching manual is Betty Hicks.

21 Exempt from USGA Qualifying Rounds

A total of 21 golfers, headed by the 1963 champion Julius Boros, are exempt from local and sectional qualifying rounds for this year’s USGA Open Championship. Forty-five players are exempt from local qualification but must compete in the sectional rounds for a place among the 150 who will compete at Congressional CC in Washington, D.C., June 18-20.

The list of totally exempt players includes Open champions of the past five years, the 1963 USGA Amateur champion, the 1963 British Open champion, the top ten finishers in the 1963 USGA Open excluding champions of the past five years, and the top ten PGA money winners during the past year who are not otherwise qualified.

Local Exemptions

Those exempt from local qualification only include Open champions prior to 1959, former USGA amateur champions, former British Open champions and former PGA champions. Members of the last Walker Cup, Americas Cup, World Amateur and PGA Ryder Cup teams are also exempt from local qualification. In addition, the low 20 scores in the 1963 Open and the 1963 PGA championship and the top PGA money winners during the past year are qualified for the sectional matches.

A total of 2,380 entries were accepted for the 1964 championship as compared to a 1962 record of 2,474. Last year’s entries totaled 2,392. Local qualifying rounds were held May 25-26 and sectional matches are scheduled for June 8-9.

1,240 PGA Pros Vie For 84 Qualifying Positions

A total of 1,240 professionals will attempt to qualify for the 46th PGA Championship, which will be played at Columbus (Ohio) CC, July 16-19. The Championship field will be made up of 168 players. Minimum prize money is $50,000.

All of the 34 local sections held their 36-hole qualifying rounds between June 1 and June 8. Qualifying for players on the tour was held at Westchester CC in Rye, N.Y. on June 2. Half of the spots in the Championship were on the line in the qualifying heats. The PGA exempts another 84 players or puts them on an approved tournament players’ list for the Championship.

Met PGA Gets Six Spots

Metropolitan PGA is allotted the most qualifying spots — six. Northern California is given five and the Illinois, Michigan, Mid-Atlantic and Northern Ohio sections each get four. Because the tournament is being played in Columbus, the Southern Ohio section gets three regular qualifying places plus two complimentary ones.